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Overview

● Problem: MLE trained generative neural dialog models (G) produce ‘safe’, generic responses (‘I 
don’t know’, ‘I can’t tell’) 

● Discriminative dialog models (D)  trained to rank a list of candidate human responses outperform 
their generative counterparts; in terms of automatic metrics, diversity, and informativeness of the 
responses.  

● However, D not useful in practice   
● Their approach: best of both worlds – the practical usefulness of G and the strong performance of D 

– via knowledge transfer from D to G 
●  End-to-end trainable generative visual dialog model, where G receives gradients from D as a 

perceptual (not adversarial) loss of the sequence sampled from G.



Introduction

● Discriminative dialog model (D) receives as input a candidate list of possible responses and learns 
to sort this list from the training dataset 

● G aims to produce a sequence that D will rank the highest in the list 
● Unlike traditional GANs, discriminator receives a list of candidate responses, explicitly learns to 

reason about similarities and differences across candidates.  
● D learns a task-dependent perceptual similarity and learns to recognize multiple correct responses 

in the feature space 
● Employ metric-learning loss function and a self-attention answer encoding mechanism for D 



Visual Dialog

● A visual dialog model is given as input an image I, caption c describing the image, a dialog history 
till round t − 1,  
and the followup question qt at round t. The visual dialog agent returns valid response to question. 

● Generative models for visual dialog are trained by maximizing MLE of the ground truth answer 
sequence  

● Discriminative models receive both an encoding of the input, as additional input a list of 100 
candidate answers At = {a (1) t , . . . , a (100) t }. Effectively learn to sort the list, hence they cannot 
be used at test time without a list of candidates available



Approach
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History-Conditioned Image Attentive Encoder (HCIAE)

● Use of co-reference to avoid repeating entities that can be contextually resolved,  nearly all (98%) 
dialogs involve at least one pronoun 

● Uses current question to attend to exchanges in history, and then uses the question and attended 
history to attend to the image 

● Use the spatial image features             from a convolution layer of a CNN 
●    encoded with an LSTM to get a vector   
●                      encoded separately with another LSTM as 
● Conditioned on the question embedding, the model attends to the history 
● Attended representation of the history and the question embedding are concatenated, and used as 

input to attend to the image



History-Conditioned Image Attentive Encoder  

●              vector with all elements 1 
●                        ,     learned 
●           attention weight over history 
●     attended history feature 
● Concatenate         and        to get attended 

image feature 
● Final embedding e: 

 



Discriminator Loss

● Discriminator D produces distribution over candidate answer list 
● Maximize the log-likelihood of 
● Loss conducive to knowledge transfer, encourages perceptually meaningful similarities  
● Metric-learning multi-class N-pair loss:

●   attention based LSTM encoder, helps deal with paraphrases in answer 
● Attention weight is learnt through a 1-layer MLP over LSTM output at each time step



Knowledge Transfer from D to G 

● Transferring knowledge from D to G: G repeatedly queries D with answers generated for input 
embedding e to get feedback and update itself 

● G’s goal : update parameters to have      score higher than ground truth

● Gumbel-Softmax (GS) approximation to sample answer from generator, 
coupled with the straight-through gradient estimator (discretize GS samples 
through forward pass)



Training details



Results




